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Radar sounders are subsurface profilers
Transmit a pulse of energy, when it hits an interface 

some reflects, some goes through...   

Record voltage vs. time, sum over multiple pulses to 
increase SNR. 

Penetration dependent on electrical properties of the 
material and wavelength of the radar. 

Vertical resolution is 1/BW (BW = bandwidth)

single return many returns



Wavelength considera9ons

• To penetrate into the subsurface, a long wavelength is required 

– Generally ~ 1 m or greater (300 MHz or lower) 

– Typically 2-60 m (150 MHz - 5 MHz)

• The longer the wavelength, the larger the antenna 

• For airplanes and spacecraM, larger is a challenge - means something 
simple like a dipole (rod or wire) 

• Simpler means broad paPern 

– Less power at the target 

– More reflec9ons from the sides

dipole antenna 
radiation pattern



Ice Surface

Bedrock

Layered 
Ice 3 km

10 km

Due to the electrical properties of freshwater ice,             
it is nearly radar transparent  

(at wavelengths of a few meters or more)

Airborne radar data over the 
South Pole, Antarctica



RADAR PROPERTIES

▸ Radar measurements rely on “dielectric 
permittivity” which is a complex quantity 

▸ Real part primarily impacts velocity of 
radar wave 

▸ Usually referred to as “Dielectric Constant.” 

▸ Imaginary part primarily impacts 
attenuation of radar wave 

▸ “Loss Tangent” is the usual form. 

ϵ = ϵ ′ − iϵ ′ ′ 

tan(δ) =
ϵ ′ 

ϵ ′ ′ 

v =
c

ϵ ′ 

real part -> energy storage 
imaginary part -> energy dissipation

directly related to density 
(more dense = slower velocity)

directly related to conductivity 
(more conductive = more losses)

A brief radar primer:
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RADAR PROPERTIES

▸ Radar measurements rely on “dielectric 
permittivity” which is a complex quantity 

▸ Real part (“dielectric constant”) primarily 
impacts velocity of radar wave 

▸ Imaginary part primarily impacts 
attenuation of radar wave 

▸ “Loss Tangent” is the usual form. 

ϵ = ϵ ′ − iϵ ′ ′ 

tan(δ) =
ϵ ′ ′ 

ϵ ′ 

v =
c

ϵ ′ 

• Therefore, if we can measure velocity and attenuation of the wave, we can constrain 
its material properties (i.e., density and conductivity). 

• Water ice has distinctive (but nonunique) properties for each, so other information is 
often needed, such as context, structure, morphology, strength, etc.

real part -> energy storage 
imaginary part -> energy dissipation

directly related to density 
(more dense = slower velocity)

directly related to conductivity 
(more conductive = more losses)

A brief radar primer:

ϵ ′ ′ < < ϵ ′ typically (materials usually not very conductive)
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SHARAD on Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter

(5) volcanic stratigraphy, (6) shallow ice bodies, and (7)
potential shallow water accumulations.

2. Radar Sounding
2.1. Principles

[10] The basic principles of radar sounding are straight-
forward and are sketched in Figure 1. The radar transmitter
generates a high-power pulse, which is radiated by the
antenna toward the Martian surface. As discussed in the
Introduction, the surface will reflect some of the energy
back toward the sounder, typically with a strong ‘‘quasi-
specular’’ behavior due to mirror-like reflections from parts
of the surface tilted toward the sensor [Hagfors, 1964].
Some of the energy impinging on the surface will be
transmitted to the subsurface and will then travel toward
the next reflecting interface, undergoing attenuation by the
material as it propagates. When this signal encounters the
second dielectric interface, some of it will be returned
toward the sounder and the remainder will be transmitted
further downward. In principle, due to transmission and
attenuation losses, the returns from the subsurface should be
much weaker than those of the surface.
[11] In order to transmit enough energy from the antenna

to the surface, the transmitted waveform must be spread
over a much longer period than that which corresponds to
the desired time resolution. The longer pulse must then be
‘‘compressed’’ after reflection to recover the desired reso-
lution and to isolate weak subsurface returns that are close
to the strong surface echo. SHARAD employs a linearly-
varying, frequency-modulated signal, or ‘‘chirp,’’ to achieve
small effective pulse lengths with adequate incident power.
This use of a linear frequency modulated signal can,
however, produce sidelobes that limit the subsurface detec-
tion capability of the radar (e.g., Figure 1c).

[12] The first observed echo is the strong return from the
surface, which decays rapidly with time delay. Topographic
features away from the nadir track will contribute unwanted
‘‘clutter’’ power at longer delays. The strength of subsurface
returns generally decreases as the depth of the reflecting
interface increases, until finally the signals are lost in a
combination of surface clutter and/or cosmic radio noise.
The detection of an isolated subsurface feature is therefore
dependent upon the strength of that particular subsurface
return clearly rising above both the overall noise level of the
system and the level of near-nadir and off-nadir surface
returns arriving at the same time.
[13] Therefore, to assess the expected performance of a

Martian radar sounder, all of the following factors must be
evaluated:
[14] 1. The reflectivity of the surface and the subsurface

as a function of the expected material composition and
interface characteristics.
[15] 2. The effect of the ionosphere. A Martian-orbiting

radar sounder operating at a frequency of few MHz can
expect a significant drop in performance due to the iono-
sphere, while even in the SHARAD frequency range (15–
25MHz) therewill besomeeffectsduringdaytimesounding.
[16] 3. The level of noise from the receiver system and

the background environment.
[17] 4. The level of clutter echoes, which in turn are

dependent on the surface topography.
[18] An example of the behavior of sounder echoes is

shown in Figure 2 [Peeples et al., 1978] and is based on the
data taken by the Apollo Lunar Sounder Experiment, a
pioneering sounder operated on board the Apollo 17 Com-
mand and Service Module in 1972.
[19] The first surface reflection echoes of the sounder can

be also processed to give estimates of the average height,
roughness and reflection coefficient of the surface layer by

Figure 1. Principle of operation of a radar sounder. (a) Ground resolution is a function of range to
surface (cross-track) and Doppler shift of returned signal (along-track). (b) Hypothetical example of
subsurface reflector at depth d and passing through material of real dielectric constant er. (c) Hypothetical
radar trace showing weak subsurface signal in the presence of a strong surface return. The subsurface
reflection is slightly stronger than the sidelobes (at the same time delay) associated with the surface
reflection.

E05S05 SEU ET AL.: SHARAD ON MRO

3 of 18

E05S05

•  20 MHz with 10 MHz chirp                          
(15 m wavelength) 

•  Vertical resolution of ~ 10 m 

•  Horizontal resolution:  ~ 0.3 km along track, 
3-6 km cross track. 

•  Designed to probe the top few hundreds of 
meters of Mars, and complement MARSIS 

• In orbit since late 2006
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MARSIS on Mars Express
•  1 - 5 MHz in 4 discrete bands, 

each with 1 MHz bandwidth  

• 60 - 300 m wavelength 

•  Vertical resolution of ~ 100 m 

•  Designed to probe deep 
(km’s) to detect water table 
on Mars  

• In orbit since 2005



HRSC on Mars Express

Planum Boreum 
(north polar cap)



FPB_1294501_time

A single SHARAD track

Time-delay data



FPB_1294501_time

FPB_1294501_depth
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Depth-converted data

Time-delay data

NPLD

BU



FPB_1294501_time

FPB_1294501_depth

Depth-converted data

Time-delay data

NPLD

BU



SHARAD 519201  in time delay

SHARAD 519201  as depth in pure water ice

Planum Boreum radar comparison 

~ 1000 km

2.5 MHz (1 MHz bandwidth)

20 MHz (10 MHz bandwidth)

BU

NPLD



Some major NPLD findings from SHARAD

• Composition ~ 95% water ice 

• Spiral troughs are giant aeolian 
constructs 

• Not erosional troughs 

• Chasma Boreale is an old feature 
• Formed early, NPLD accumulated 

around it. 
• Has a companion canyon that was 

infilled.



3D SHARAD data



~10 kmMars Express (current ESA mission) 
High Resolution Stereo Camera 
perspective view

Mars Glaciers
Initially thought to be debris flows with some interstitial ice 

“Lobate Debris Aprons” or LDA



Global distribution

• ~ 30 - 60° latitude in both hemispheres 
• Age:  100’s of millions of years old,  based on crater counting 

Levy et al., 2016



30 km

7 km across

Imagery from CTX on MRO

Compressional ridges 
Flow lineations 
Lobate outer edge



What are they?

• Hypothesis 1:  Debris flows 
– Just 10-30% ice 
– Source of water?  Slow diffusion from ground or 

atmosphere. 
– Water ice could be long gone, just leaving behind 

evidence of flow. 

• Hypothesis 2:  Debris covered glaciers 
– Would require large amounts of atmospheric deposition 

(snow!). 
– Would also require large amounts of ice to remain. 
– Can’t reconcile with current climate, so didn’t get much 

support.



Why not glaciers?

• Water ice is only stable at the surface 
near the poles on Mars 

• Surface temperatures -73° C at 40° 
latitude 

• Much too cold for ice to flow 
• No liquid water to help it flow



What about orbital forcing of climate?

Head et al., 3003 
Laskar et al., 2002 primary source

low obliquity

high obliquity 

Sun
Mars

Water ice stable at poles

Water ice stable at lower latitudes



Paleoclimate modeling supports glaciers

deposition of fine water–ice crystals extend down to 30!N in the
regions of enhanced cloud formation, forming seasonal deposits
that are up to 1 mm thick in some areas of the northern mid-lati-
tudes. These paleoclimatic conditions probably represent quiet
periods of slow deposition between dusty episodes, thought to
be frequent under such obliquity. One further step is thus required
to formulate a more realistic scenario.

4.3. Increasing the dust content of the atmosphere

As explained earlier, Hadley and monsoon circulation are
strengthened as the obliquity increases, probably resulting in
frequent dust storms at both solstices (Haberle et al., 2003). Dust
cycle modeling under past orbital conditions led Newman et al.
(2005) to conclude that ‘‘huge amounts of lifting” are already
produced at 35! obliquity. Based on these previous studies, we
performed a reference simulation xref with a dust opacity of 2.5,
chosen to portray the effect of frequent dust storms on the water
cycle.

4.3.1. Dust-induced global change
The water cycle under dusty conditions is illustrated in Fig. 3c,

and shows water vapor and ice column values that both increase
by a factor of !6 outside the polar regions compared to the cycle
given in Fig. 3b. A first order explanation lies with the net radiative
effect of dust, which is generally to warm the atmosphere above
10 km, because of the large dust opacity at visible compared to
infrared (the anti-greenhouse effect). During northern winter,
comparison of clear and dusty simulations in the northern mid-lat-
itudes thus reveals a !10 K cooling in the first 10 km of the atmo-
sphere, whereas overlying layers are warmed by up to 40 K.

Consequently, in a dusty atmosphere, upper layers and summer
hemisphere, through increased saturation vapor pressure, can hold
much more water vapor, while the cold lower atmosphere, espe-
cially in the winter hemisphere, favors ice nucleation and cloud
formation. Activity in the winter hemisphere is thus characterized
by a thick cloud belt in the northern mid-latitudes that contrasts
with the thin polar night hazes. This mid-latitude cloud belt is
revealed in Fig. 3c by intense condensation between Ls = 210!
and Ls = 300!, during which the ice column can be 2 orders of mag-
nitude higher than what exists today on Mars.

What can explain such a large amount of ice in the northern
mid-latitudes? Zonal-mean winter circulation, shown in Fig. 4g,
gives further details on the changes induced by dust storm condi-
tions. Warming of the atmosphere is clearly apparent, especially in
the southern hemisphere, and results in an even more intense
meridional circulation than before, when it was already acceler-
ated by the high obliquity and perihelion conditions. The polar
warming, due to adiabatic compression of air parcels in the subsid-
ing branch of the Hadley cell (Wilson, 1997; Forget et al., 1999),
produces a large inversion that extends up to the north pole. The
low-level westerly jet is two times faster than today, and is
thought to play the main role in lifting dust and warming the
southern hemisphere, as shown for example by Newman et al.
(2005) or Basu et al. (2006). Finally, the polar vortex is significantly
weakened under dusty conditions, as already noticed by Newman
et al. (2002), for dynamical reasons that are beyond the scope of
this paper, but possibly related to the intense polar warming. These
changes in atmospheric thermodynamics have a wide range of
impacts on the water cycle.

Warming of the southern hemisphere elevates the hygropause
20 km higher than the previous simulation, and allows water vapor

Fig. 7. (a) Net ice accumulation (mm yr"1) predicted in simulation xref = (35!,0.1,270!,2.5,TMG), superposed on the map by Squyres (1979), which shows the specific location
of several different types of ice-related features. LDA and LVF stand for Lobate Debris Aprons and Lineated Valley Fill. See also Fig. 1, which shows the areas of widespread
glaciation documented in Head and Marchant (2006). Indicated regions: 1. Tempe Terra, 2. Deuteronilus Mensae, 3. Nilosyrtis Mensae, 4. Phlegra Montes. (b) Water ice
accumulation during the Ls = 180–360! period (mm). (c) Water ice sublimation during the Ls = 0–180! period (mm).

J.-B. Madeleine et al. / Icarus 203 (2009) 390–405 397

Madeleine et al., Icarus, 2009

• Certain high-obliquity 
scenarios lead to 
accumulation of ice at 
mid-latitudes 

• Over 15 mm/year in 
regions where LDA are 
observed today. 

• That can easily produce 
500 -1000 m thick ice in 
one obliquity cycle 

• Ages of LDA imply 
episodic growth during 
many obliquity cycles is 
possible 



Radar provides a test



SHARAD data over LDA

26

Surface 
of LDA

Base of LDA

Sharp surface echo.
Sharp basal echo.
Nothing in between.



How do we know composition? - Part 1

explain these observations (or a mixture of ice and low-loss
material), the vast amount of corroborating evidence for ice-
rich LDAs in this area from image and topographic data
supports an ice-dominated composition. A high fraction of
ice in the LDA material is consistent with the hypothesis of
Hauber et al. [2008], in which moats between mesas and
younger lava flows at lower latitudes are the footprints of
LDAs that were efficiently removed in response to changing
environmental conditions, with the implication that the bulk
of the removed LDA material was ice.

5. Implications

[7] The presence of ice at mid-northern latitudes has
important implications for the history of water and climate
on Mars. The paucity of craters on the LDAs indicates
either formation or substantial deformation in mid-to-late

Amazonian time [Chuang and Crown, 2009]. LDAs and the
associated lineated valley fill have been interpreted as
remnants of much larger cold-based glaciers that have been
protected from sublimation by a layer of debris shed from
neighboring scarps [Head et al., 2005, 2006a, 2006b;
Marchant and Head, 2007]. Our observations are consistent
with this hypothesis; the surficial layer of lithic material
in this scenario comprises only a small volumetric fraction
of the LDAs, with minimal effects on the electrical proper-
ties. The thickness of this layer can be constrained as greater
than 0.5 m, based on the lack of a strong hydrogen signa-
ture in gamma ray and neutron data [Boynton et al., 2007;
Feldman et al., 2004; Mitrofanov et al., 2002], and less than
!10 m, based on the lack of a detection of a shallow soil-ice
interface in SHARAD data.
[8] Present-day thick ice deposits at the mid-latitudes of

Mars should be considered as targets for future landed
missions. If accessible, the ice could be analyzed for
climatological indicators or biomarkers, and potentially be
utilized as a resource. SHARAD data acquired over LDAs
in other regions of Mars, including the Eastern Hellas area
of the southern hemisphere [Holt et al., 2008], show similar
signatures of deep penetration and relatively low loss. This
spatial distribution implies that these features are not the
result of local processes but rather the product of climatic
processes operating on a global scale, such as orbitally
forced precipitation enhancement, leading to regional gla-
ciation at middle latitudes [Head et al., 2003].

[9] Acknowledgments. The SHARAD instrument was provided and
is operated by the INFOCOM Department of the University of Rome ‘‘La
Sapienza’’ and Thales Alenia Space under sponsorship of the Agenzia
Spaziale Italiana. MRO is operated by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory and Lockheed Martin Space
Systems Company. Part of the research described in this publication was
carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Tech-
nology, under a contract with NASA. J. W. Head is supported under Mars
Express HRSC participation, administered by JPL for NASA. We appre-
ciate the reviews by F. Chuang and N. Mangold, who anticipated the value
of radar sounding of LDAs [Mangold, 2003]. Some figure preparation was
done with the ‘‘JMARS’’ tool developed by the Mars Space Flight Facility
at Arizona State University.
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Figure 3. SHARAD radargrams, (a) with the vertical
dimension in time delay and (b) with the vertical dimension
converted to depth assuming a subsurface dielectric
constant of water ice (3.2). Arrows indicate subsurface
reflections that are closely coplanar with the adjacent
valley floor in the depth-corrected radargram. (c) Simulated
radargram showing the expected positions of off-nadir
topographic clutter echoes. (d) MOLA topography along the
ground track. SHARAD observation 719502. Center:
39.1!N, 24.2!E. North is to the right.
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• Have time delay from radar

• roundtrip time in material 

• Need a constraint on thickness

• In this case, we can extrapolate surface 

surrounding apron, find value of dielectric 
constant that works.    = 3.15 (pure water ice)

Plaut et al., 2009Real part of permittivity determines  
velocity of radar waves 

(primarily a function of density)

clutter in available imaging data of the region at locations
required to produce the observed post-nadir echoes. We
therefore interpret the late-time delay echoes as interfaces
between the flows and the underlying terrain. Consistency
of echoes across multiple tracks further reinforces this
interpretation.
[7] SHARAD data (Figures 1a and 1c) are typically

shown as radargrams, with time-delay increasing down
the y-axis and along-track distance increasing along the
x-axis. The radargrams used in this study were processed
using a synthetic aperture focusing algorithm, and no iono-
spheric corrections were performed because the data were
collected at night. Radargrams in our study area (Figure 1)
show that SHARAD penetrates through these flows in two
distinct areas: in the northern part of the basin, where a flow
complex originates south of Alba Patera, and in the southern
part, where the flows originate at the Ascraeus-Pavonis rift
(Figure 2). The entire basin is covered in dust, and wind
streaks are common. Figure 3 is a HiRISE image of a
portion of the northern flows that illustrates the smooth, flat
and dust-covered surface. In 12.6-cm wavelength ground-
based radar images, the northern flow has fairly low
backscatter values, while the southern flow is moderately
bright [Harmon and Nolan, 2007]. This suggests that there
may be a variable dust covering in the area, and that beneath
the dust layer, the flows have a high permittivity or a rough
surface texture.
[8] There are some differences in morphology between

the northern and southern flows. The northern flow complex
is thinner and transforms from a channelized flow into
broad sheets that spread out laterally into the basin. The
SHARAD orbit tracks cross three of these sheets, labeled A,
B, and C in Figures 1 and 2. The southern flow is thicker,
has well-defined distal lobes, and a central channel.
SHARAD only detects subsurface interfaces beneath the
thinnest parts of these distal lobes.

[9] The radargrams in Figure 1 show other late-time
delay features that are not present in clutter simulations
(Figures 1b and 1d) and that do not match the positions of
surface flows. In cases with well-defined dipping features,
there may be an interface beneath the flat basin surface,
perhaps similar to the Amazonis plains reflectors [Campbell
et al., 2008]. It is also possible that in some cases small
clutter sources may be causing the late-time delay features.
Since the depth and origin of these features is uncertain,
they are not used for the dielectric constant measurements.

3. Measurement of Dielectric Properties

[10] The SHARAD data can be used to measure the
complex dielectric constant (e0 ± ie00) of the lava flows.
We estimate the permittivity of the flows by comparing the
measured time delay of returns from the subsurface with
altimetry measurements of the flow heights relative to the
surrounding plains. The permittivity (e0) can be computed
from:

e0 ¼ cDt

2h

! "2

ð1Þ

where h is the height relative to the surrounding plains as
measured from MOLA topography and Dt is the two-way
time delay between the surface and subsurface echoes
measured from the radargram. The largest source of error in
the derivation of the permittivity is a systematic error caused
by the unknown depth of the subsurface interface, which is
needed to compute h from the MOLA data. For the basin
flows described here, the topography changes slowly, and
so straight lines were extrapolated from the surrounding
terrain to approximate the subsurface interface depth.

Figure 2. The locations of SHARAD data tracks used for
dielectric constant measurements are shown on shaded relief
MOLA topography. White bands on the orbit tracks mark
the location of subsurface interfaces. The northern and
southern flows are marked on the image, and the A, B, and
C units of the northern flow complex are shown with
arrows. From left to right, the orbit track observation
numbers are: 423301, 1234201, 814901, 189901, and
1078601.

Figure 3. HiRISE image (ESP_012283_1980) of a section
of the northern lava-flow complex at 17.69!N and
251.13!E. The SHARAD orbit track (observation 814901)
is shown with a black line. The boundary between the plains
and ‘‘unit A’’ of the flow is shown by arrows at the top of
the image. The surface is flat and dust covered, and wind
streaks are common in the area.

L23204 CARTER ET AL.: DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF MARS LAVA FLOWS L23204
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clutter simulation

depth corrected radar

time-delay radar

h t

Power not used, only time delay



• Have time delay from radar


• L = power loss per unit time (through the material)

• Need a deposit with uniform properties and a 

range of thicknesses

Imaginary part of permittivity determines losses 
(loss tangent is typically used)

[11] For the northern flow, the permittivity was measured
using three orbit tracks that cross the flow. For these tracks,
it was assumed that the basal interface is a straight, sloped
line that follows the downhill trend of the surrounding
terrain. Permittivity values were derived for two segments
of the flow in each orbit track. The e0 values range from 6.2
to 17.3, with an average of 12.2 (Table S1 of the auxiliary
material).1 If the basal interface is slightly deeper than
assumed, h will be larger, and the computed e0 values will
be slightly lower than those given here. A slightly shallower
interface (above the level of the surrounding plains) would
produce slightly higher permittivity values. Pumice, volca-
nic ash, and tuff have permittivity values between !2.5 and
3.5 [Ulaby et al., 1988; Campbell and Ulrichs, 1969], while
most terrestrial and lunar basalts have e0 values between
7 and 11 [Carrier et al., 1991; Campbell and Ulrichs,
1969]. The permittivity values computed for the northern
flow are clearly higher than those measured for the Medusae
Fossae Formation pyroclastics [Carter et al., 2009], imply-
ing a dense rock.
[12] For the southern flow, the permittivity was measured

using four orbit tracks. In this case, the plains north of the
flow are fairly flat, and so the subsurface interface was
assumed to be a continuation of the flat surface to the
immediate north of the flow. Here, the computed permittiv-

ities range from 7.0 to 14.3 with an average of 9.8 (Table S1).
As with the northern flow, if the basal interface is slightly
deeper than assumed, the computed e0 values will be lower,
and if the interface occurs higher in the column, the e0

values will be higher. For both the northern and southern
flows, a low computed permittivity (like that measured for
the MFF) is only possible if the flows are sitting on a bench
structure, which seems highly unlikely.
[13] For dry materials, the permittivity is primarily influ-

enced by density. Empirical studies have yielded a relation-
ship of:

e0 ¼ 1:96r ð2Þ

where r is the density in g cm%3 [Ulaby et al., 1988].
Inverting equation (2) for density, we find values of 3.4 to
3.7 g cm%3 from the average measured permittivities. Since
basalts commonly have densities greater than 3 g cm%3,
whereas most granitic rocks have densities between 2.5 and
3.0 g cm%3 [Johnson and Olhoeft, 1984], the measured
permittivity values for the Martian flows are more
consistent with basalt and most likely do not indicate a
felsic composition.
[14] In cases where the subsurface interface is visible at a

different depths spanning tens of meters, it is also possible
to measure the loss tangent (tan d) of the material. The loss
tangent can be written as [Campbell et al., 2008]:

tan d ¼ e00

e0
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2*
l

4pcDt
ln Lð Þ

" #2

þ1
" #2

%1

vuut ð3Þ

where l is the SHARAD free-space wavelength of 15 m
and L is the power loss per unit of timeDt. This formulation
assumes that the surface and subsurface roughness are
constant over the measurement area, and that the dielectric
contrast at each interface is constant over the measurement
area.
[15] In the case of the northern flow, separate fits of

power loss versus time delay were made for two orbit
tracks. During the standard processing, each orbit track is
normalized to the noise background. Subsurface power loss
versus time delay with corresponding linear fits are shown
in Figures 4a and 4b). Since the northern flow is very flat
with a fairly constant echo from the surface, we show the
measured power values at each subsurface interface without
any normalization to the surface echo. The fits to the two
orbit tracks yielded loss-tangent values of 0.025 and 0.027,
with a total range (including fitting errors) of !0.02 to 0.03.
Data for the fits are shown in Table S2.
[16] In the case of the southern flow, there is not

sufficient change in the subsurface interface depth within
each orbit track to get a reliable fit. In order to combine
power measurements from multiple tracks, the data were
normalized to remove possible effects of changes in antenna
gain from one orbit to another due to spacecraft orientation
or solar panel position. We show the normalized power for
the four orbit tracks plotted together with the best-fit line in
Figure 4c. Here, the measured power values for the subsur-
face interface were divided by the average surface echo over
the lava flow surface. This normalization can introduce
errors if the surface roughness of the flow is different in

Figure 4. Power versus delay time for the northern and
southern flows. (a) Northern flow, observation 814901; (b)
northern flow, observation 1234201; (c) southern flow,
combined and normalized data from orbit tracks 423301,
814901, 1078601, 1234201. Sloping lines show least-
squares fits used for the loss-tangent estimation.

1Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2009GL041234.
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Power of echo used in addition to delay time

How do we know composition? - Part 2



Variability of composition and debris layer thickness
• Petersen et al. (2018) showed that over hundreds of LDA, composition was highly 

uniform, with > 80% water ice.  Variations in surface roughness impact SHARAD’s 
ability to penetrate in some areas. 

• Baker and Carter (2018) found no evidence for an echo from bottom of the 
surface debris layer in many hundreds of SHARAD tracks over LDA, implying 
debris layer is < 10 m thick or is always gradual in transition from rock to ice. 

• Orbital radar cannot currently resolve this variability

29



• How does the protective surface layer form? 
• How thick is it? 
• What can we learn about paleoclimate from these glaciers? 
• How did they flow?   

• Is it just very very slow, or has flow been episodic in the 
past when it may have been warmer?

Some answers, but new questions

MRO/HiRISE image



Turning to Earth  
“Rock Glaciers” = Analogs to Martian Glacier-Like Forms

31Sourdough Rock Glacier, Alaska Glacier-Like Form, Mars



Stefano Nerozzi and Eric Petersen on 
Sourdough “rock glacier” in Alaska

Ground-penetrating radar measurements



GPR traverse near toe of glacier 
100 MHz system

A A’
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A

debris layer ~ 3m thick

base of glacier

A A’



Drone-based GPR 
potential planetary applications for near-surface mapping

Roberto Aguilar leading this effort

Tyler Meng monitoring drone on rock glacier
while it conducts automated terrain following



Other massive ice deposits at low latitudes?

• MFF is a very large deposit near the equator, up to 3 km thick and of debatable origin 
(volcanic - ash, pumice; aeolian - dust, etc) 

• MARSIS data shows a two-layer system with a low dielectric constant consistent with a 
porous material or water ice in the lower portion 

• They claim that it must be water ice because a porous sediment would compact under 
its own weight - so it is primarily a material strength argument

2023



• Enough CO2 to nearly double atmospheric mass of Mars

To the south pole - Sequestered CO2 ice



SOUTH POLE OF MARS - “LAKES” CONTROVERSY

• In 2018 a paper claimed there is liquid water below the south polar ice on Mars 

• The press (not the authors) called it lakes. 

• Much hoo-ha and debate ensued



More than 20 papers on this topic since 2018!



So, what’s the deal?





Solving for permittivity

• Ideally, one can use reflection amplitudes to constrain 
properties.

dry

saturated

want to know reflection coefficient 
at this interface

• If we measure the reflected energy at interface and know the dielectric constant 
of the top layer, we can solve for dielectric constant of the bottom layer 

• In practice, this is very hard to do (many assumptions)

‘ ‘

‘ ‘

ϵ = ϵ ′ − iϵ ′ ′ 
Real part of permittivity
is “dielectric constant”



Dielectric constant
peak ~ 20

95th percentile 15-30

Orosei et al., Science, 2018

NORMALIZED BASAL POWER MODELED BASAL PERMITTIVITY (REAL PART)

Estimates of basal 
permittivity under the 
south polar ice

Their claim:  a dielectric constant above 15 must be due to water



Lauro et al, Nature Astronomy, 2020

Their interpretation

• Assuming a single interface, bright 
reflections require a large 
permittivity contrast 

• Achieving such large permittivities 
in natural materials usually 
requires the presence of liquid 
water 

• To make water exist there it needs 
to have a very high salt content



What are some problems with this scenario?

Sori and Bramson, 2019

• Basal temperatures necessary to produce liquid, even as brines, 
are difficult to achieve  

• Requires a highly localized thermal anomaly (Sori and Bramson, 2019) 

• Not consistent with very low regional heat flux based on crustal deflection beneath SPLD 
based on MARSIS data (Ojha et al, 2020) 

• Concentration of salt required is unreasonable (supersaturated, metastable state 
required)



Lake Vostok, Antarctica

If there was basal melting, we would see drawdown of layers

Cavitte et al., The 
Cryosphere, 2013

Ross and Siegert, Annals of Glac., 
2020

Lake Ellsworth 
Antarctica

As we see on Earth



No drawdown of layers over MARSIS bright spots



• Some are 
found at the 
edge of the 
SPLD, where it 
is far too cold 
for even a fully 
saturated brine 
to stay liquid


• There are no 
springs flowing 
from the edge 
of the polar 
cap.

Locations where the basal echo is brighter than 
surface echo 
Khuller and Plaut, GRL, 2021

There are other locations in the SPLD with bright basal echoes

Smith et al., GRL, 2021



So, what else could explain the bright reflections?

• 1 - Constructive interference (Lalich et al., 2022) 

• 2 -  Geologic materials with high reflectivity 
•  clays (Smith et al., 2021) 
•  volcanics with high Ti, Fe content (Bierson et al., 2021)

A couple of ideas…

SPLD



Constructive interference from multiple layers

Lalich et al., 2022

• Normalized power is the ratio 
of subsurface to surface 
reflection power (Pss/Ps) 

• Simulations show that it 
could work 

• Criticism - how likely is it?



(2) Other materials

• Exhibit very high conductivities and 
are fairly common on Mars 

• Conductivity (imaginary part of 
permittivity) was not included in the 
original analysis by Orosei et al. (2018) 

• Criticism - lab experiments did not get 
to low enough temperatures

Smectites (clays)

Smith et al,2021

Also clays, or maybe something else

Bierson et al., 2021

• Any hydrous mineral 

• saline ice 

• high-metal minerals (volcanics) 

• Criticism - all theoretical, not 
definitive



What about the rest of Mars? 
Are there other radar-bright materials?

Mouginot et al., Icarus, 2010 

MARSIS surface power echo map



Mouginot et al., Icarus, 2010 

• With roughness data from MOLA, surface echo power can be 
converted to dielectric constant

Dielectric constant 



• Assumes same impurities 
and loss tangent used by 
Orosei et al. (2018) for 
SPLD, and ice thickness 
at the site in question


• All of these regions of 
exposed, dry Mars would 
produce basal echoes 
brighter than the 
surface if covered by 
SPLD

How strong would MARSIS echoes be if we covered Mars with SPLD?

Grima et al., GRL, 2022

Threshold for SPLD “lakes”Ratio of subsurface echo to surface echo power

dB

Criticism - onboard processing by MARSIS may be a problem



• MARSIS is 3-5 MHz


• SHARAD on MRO is 15-25 
MHz


• Analyzing frequency-
dependent behaviors is 
useful to determine physical 
properties


• Until now, no basal 
detections in the area of 
interest have been available 
in SHARAD


• New data that increases SNR 
through a large spacecraft 
roll (120°) is promising

SHARAD to the rescue?

Morgan et al., in prep



Morgan et al., in prep

SHARAD to the rescue?

• MARSIS is 3-5 MHz


• SHARAD on MRO is 15-25 
MHz


• Analyzing frequency-
dependent behaviors is 
useful to determine physical 
properties


• Until now, no basal 
detections in the area of 
interest have been available 
in SHARAD


• New data that increases SNR 
through a large spacecraft 
roll (120°) is promising



• Weak detection at one of the outlier sites 
of Lauro et al. (2021)

SHARAD Very Large Roll

Morgan et al., in prep



• Elevated geothermal flux is 
difficult to reconcile with the 
geology, and can’t explain the 
broad distribution of bright 
returns


• No evidence for basal 
melting  

• Bright basal returns are seen in 
many places across the SPLD


• Khuller and Plaut, 2021 

• Geologic materials with higher 
reflectivity could be the answer


• Bierson et al., 2021 
• Smith et al., 2021 
• Stillman et al., 2022 

• Other places on Mars (dry) 
would yield similarly bright 
echoes if covered with SPLD


• Grima et al., 2022 

• Interference effects with 
closely spaced interfaces 
(either dust or CO2 layers) are 
also a possibility


• Lalich et al., 2022 

• SHARAD large rolls may 
provide new data to help 
constrain subsurface 
properties

In a nutshell



SPLD water takeaways

• Studies claiming water were incomplete - their interpretation does 
not explain all the observations. 

• Water is very difficult to explain in this environment given what we 
know. 

• Alternative explanations are plausible. 

• Yet the debate continues, due to the implications. 

• Don’t believe everything you read in the news, Science, or Nature.



The End - Any Questions?







Major system tradeoffs
• Wavelength - penetration 
• Bandwidth - resolution 
• PRF - along-track sampling, SNR 
• Power - usually limited by transmitter 
• Sampling scheme 

– Rate - tied to bandwidth primarily 
– Dynamic range 

• Noise floor 
• Maximum signal strength 

• Onboard summing (stacking)



Basalt ~ 9-12
(and remember this is just the real part of permittivity)



100 km1 km

Depth corrected.  But note huge vertical exaggeration!

bedrock

ice sheet

A radar-sounding slice of Antarctica

Dome C 


